Declaration of Conflicts of Interest
Instructions:
1. Please rename this file before submitting, including your Team name and Player alias.
2. Fill out the form below, sign it, and submit as a PDF
My Name:________Daniel Fiden___________________
My Date of Birth: _____3/16/75______________________
Team Name:_________________Cloud9__________
Team Formation Date: ___________2013________________
This is an exhaustive list of the conflicts of interest and business entanglements I have with players and teams that
I expect to compete against in professional tournaments. Business entanglement include, but are not limited to,
shared management, shared ownership of entities, licensing, and loans. I understand that failure to report my
conflicts of interest may result in my disqualification from events and/or forfeiture of proceeds.
Number of Pages Attached: __0_________________________
Signature: ___________________________

Date: ___________________4/20/20________

Other party: Flashpoint, its founding teams (MIBR, Dignitas, Gen.G, Envy, c0ntact Gaming, FunPlus Phoenix, MAD
Lions), and operating partner FACEIT
Nature of conflict: Cloud9 is a shareholder and a founding partner in Flashpoint together with various other teams
and operating partner FACEIT. Given business relationship, an argument could be made that every team involved
being successful could positively impact the other teams’ business through higher monetization of Flashpoint,
which then directly impacts revenue share and thus commercial success/viability of the participants.

Other party: League Championship Series (“LCS”) and its franchise owners with CS:GO teams; Overwatch League
(“OWL”) and its franchise owners with CS:GO teams; Call of Duty League (“CDL”) and its franchise owners with
CS:GO teams; Rainbow 6 (“R6”) and its other partner teams with Ubisoft; Other similar arrangements in other
games in the ecosystem with teams who may or may not have teams in CS:GO and may or may not compete in the
RMR qualification system.

Nature of conflict:
Cloud9 owns and operates teams in various other games beyond CS:GO with agreements somewhat similar to
those for Flashpoint, where other Valve Major and/or RMR qualification system participants also hold teams. Some
of these business relationships could be construed as a potential conflict.
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